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Writing Introductions and Conclusions

How to Write an Introduction. The introduction of a persuasive essay or paper must be substantial. Having finished it,
the reader ought to have a very clear idea of the author's purpose in writing. After reading the introduction, I tend to
stop and ask myself where I think the rest of the paper is headed, what the individual paragraphs in its body will address
and what the general nature of the conclusion will be. If I'm right, it's because the introduction has laid out in clear and
detailed fashion the theme and the general facts which the author will use to support it.
The following is an introduction of what turned out to be a well-written paper, but the introduction was severely lacking:
The role of women has changed over the centuries, and it has also differed from civilization to civilization. Some
societies have treated women much like property, while others have allowed women to have great influence and power.
Not a bad introduction really, but rather scant. I have no idea, for instance, which societies will be discussed or what the
theme of the paper will be. That is, while I can see what the general topic is, I still don't know the way the writer will
draw the facts together, or even really what the paper is arguing in favor of.
As it turned out, the author of this paper discussed women in ancient Egypt, classical Greece, medieval France and early
Islamic civilization and stressed their variable treatment in these societies. This writer also focused on the political, social
and economic roles women have played in Western cultures and the various ways they have found to assert themselves
and circumvent opposition based on gender.
Given that, I would rewrite the introduction this way:
The role of women <in Western society> has changed <dramatically> over the centuries, <from the repression of ancient
Greece to the relative freedom of women living in Medieval France. The treatment of women> has also differed from
civilization to civilization <even at the same period in history>. Some societies <such as Islamic ones> have treated
women much like property, while others <like ancient Egypt> have allowed women to have great influence and power.
<This paper will trace the development of women's rights and powers from ancient Egypt to late medieval France and
explore their changing political, social and economic situation through time. All the various means women have used to
assert themselves show the different ways they have fought against repression and established themselves in authority.>
Now it is clear which societies will be discussed (Egypt, Greece, France, Islam) and what the general theme of the paper
will be (the variable paths to empowerment women have found over time). Now I know where this paper is going and
what it's really about.
B. How to Write a Conclusion. In much the same way that the introduction lays out the thesis for the reader, the
conclusion of the paper should reiterate the main points—it should never introduce new ideas or things not discussed in
the body of the paper!—and bring the argument home. The force with which you express the theme here is especially
important, because if you're ever going to convince the reader that your thesis has merit, it will be in the conclusion. In
other words, just as lawyers win their cases in the closing argument, this is the point where you'll persuade others to
adopt your thesis.
If the theme is clear and makes sense, the conclusion ought to be very easy to write. Simply begin by restating the
theme, then review the facts you cited in the body of the paper in support of your ideas—and it's advisable to rehearse
them in some detail—and end with a final reiteration of the theme. Try, however, not to repeat the exact language you
used elsewhere in the paper, especially the introduction, or it will look like you haven't explored all aspects of the
situation.
All in all, remember these are the last words your reader will hear from you before passing judgment on your argument.
Make them as focused and forceful as possible

